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A WORD FROM THE CO-CEOS
It’s been another remarkable year
for The Orchard Project. As the
country’s only national charity
dedicated solely to community
orchards, we have grown our work
still further this year, working
with communities to build and
connect the country’s orcharding
movement in towns and cities..
More community orchards planted and restored
means more fresh fruit embedded in to the heart
of communities, new and restored habitats

Over 10,000 people young and old have come
together with us at celebrations, events and
workshops to celebrate their local space and their
own orchard this year too.
And all the evidence is that this work is helping
people connect, feel better about each other and build
new relationships with their community, green spaces
and food. It couldn’t be done without a lot of support.
The orchard leaders, mentors and volunteers across
the country caring for, nurturing and harvesting
from their orchards are the lifeblood of this charity.
The support of our funders, our partners and our
members is what helps makes it all possible too.
There is a lot we have achieved this year

“...all the
and in our years so far. But there is so
people are proud of and, perhaps
evidence is that this
much more to do. Orchards have a
more than anything, more people
work is helping people
remarkable ability to inspire people
that have come together, outdoors.
connect,feel better about to see food and nature differently,
What stands out about us is the
feel a fresh pride in their area and
each other and building new
amount of time and energy we
to connect people together in ways
relationships
with
their
invest in people and communities.
that make them smile.
commuity,
green
spaces
A community orchard is about the
That’s something worth treasuring.
people as well as the orchard, and we
and food...”
for wildlife, public spaces that more

spend a lot of time supporting and skilling-

up communities so that the orchards have the
best start in life. We’ve trained up a new tranche of
orchard leaders and our unique accredited orchard
certificate course has led to a new set of certified
orchard experts to care for community orchards.

ABOVE: Kath (Right) with revellers at The Merton Fruit Festival
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ABOVE: Neil (right) meets Neil Parish (centre) Chair of the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Select Committee

Thank you
for your support,
whatever form
that takes.

“I didn’t think
I liked apples
but I never knew
that there are apples
that taste this good!”

SOME OF THE HEADLINES FROM 2017-18
We created and restored 72 more community
orchards in urban spaces across the country...
... to put it another way, that’s 2,069
fruit trees planted or rejuvenated,
providing more fresh, free, fruit to
urban communities.
We processed 8 tonnes of unwanted
London orchard fruit saved and
turned in to over 3,700 litres of
delicious cider and apple juice, sold
and given away across the city.

We trained up 132 more orchard leaders to lead their
community orchard groups.
1,300 children were inspired at activities and workshops
in 13 different schools.
93% said being in their orchard had helped them feel
more connected to nature and green spaces.
And we involved no less than 10,833 people in their local
community orchard.
what follows are just some of the best bits and great stories
that have come from our work.

HERE ARE No.1

FIVE
THINGS
WE’VE ACHIEVED
THIS YEAR.

here
are
more
orchards thriving in
towns and cities, giving
more people access to fresh,
community grown fruit.

“I didn’t think I liked apples but I never knew
that there are apples that taste this good.”
We created and restored

72 more community orchards

in urban spaces across the country this year alone. Health
checks carried out by our project managers at the end of the
year revealed that most orchard communities had been looking
after their orchards well and most orchards were not showing
any significant signs of pest problems.

eople feel more connected
to nature through our
work.
“The orchard has turned a piece of
once unused grass into a resting
place for birds, a playground for
children and a quiet spot for
all of us to enjoy.”

No.2

93%

of people asked at our events

said that being in the orchard had
helped them feel more connected to
nature and green spaces.

e’ve
built
the
orcharding skills of
more people in towns
and cities
“It helps to provide a sense of
contentment and connection.”
This year, our team delivered
made

79 workshops and

44 restoration visits to support over 1,500

people with look after their orchard. As a result,

91% of volunteers told us they felt more confident
in managing their orchard and 86% said they had
increased their skills in orchard maintenance.

No.3

ur Urban Orchards have
helped people improve
their wellbeing
“It feels great to
give something
worthwhile back
to society.”

No.4

All the orchard leaders and volunteers who provided
feedback at the end of this year said that their
emotional and physical wellbeing had improved as a
result of being involved with the orchard. And as for
the school children we worked with, in one teachers’

“I’ve never seen them so excited
about eating fruit.”
words,

e’ve built local pride...
“The orchard has made a
huge improvement to where I live.”
Almost all of the orchard leaders and volunteers (94%), and members of the
wider community who were involved this year (98%) said that being involved
in the Orchard Project’s work had helped them feel more positive about

85% of volunteers also said that they felt more
connected to other people and three-quarters (77%) of the
school children taking part in our activities said they felt that

where they live.

No.5

orchards made their area better to live in.

OUR BIG INITIATIVES

Our major national programme,
in partnership with Heineken
UK, is the largest coordinated
community orchard project in
the country.
So far we have created and restored

Our Heritage Lottery Funded
London Project entered its
second year this year, restoring
11 of London’s lost and forgotten
heritage orchards, building on
the 10 we restored last year.

over 180 community orchards

The project also saw us reach over

in England and Scotland and built
thriving orchard networks in five
urban centres.
This year we trained over

orchard

volunteers

1,000
and

created, restored and supported

64 community orchards. 94%
of people who worked with us felt

more connected to other local
people and more positive
about where they live.

But the impacts went further.
Working with us, over a third of
orchard groups collaborated with
partner organisations to support
people facing disadvantage.

“The orchard has created a
space that has engaged a
lot more residents who were
previously quite isolated.
And we I can see that the
orchard has provided a
space to build on this …
becoming a ‘community
sanctuary space.”

Celebration
of
Orchards

1,000 school children and launch the
country’s first accredited certificate
in community orchard management,
with 31 people taking part in this 12week in-depth training course this
year.
And our traditional cider and
juice enterprise, making use of
surplus London orchard fruit, scaled
up to produce 3500 litres cider and
roughly 230 litres of apple juice,
produced using traditional methods.

“The project
also saw us
reach over
1,000 school
children...”

WE
CHANGED
LIVES.
JUST TAKE
CAMERON...

WE CHANGED
LIVES. JUST
TAKE CAMERON...

Cameron was a shy
and introverted
teenager who
came to an orchard
planting day with
his mum.

He spent a lot of time on his
computer or helping care for his
autistic sister. But after nurturing
the orchard and working with
others, he changed course, has
become

more

outward

WE HELPED RESTORE AN OLD
ORCHARD, & CREATE COMMUNITY

going,

had changed his college course
and

is

now

studying

level

2

horticulture. As his mum puts it:

“The orchard has been
really good for him.
The house is a bit
hectic with his
autistic sister.
Being
able
to go out on
his own and
have his own
thing to do is
really important
-Part
as it gives him a
bit of space. He’s still
very shy, but he is very
confident in horticulture and
he doesn’t mind giving his
opinion on how to do things in
the orchard. In the week, he’s
at college. At the weekend, he
gets up early and takes a few
kids to the orchard and helps
direct them on what to do. I am
very proud of him.”

A TASTE
OF THE
IMPACTS
One-

Jan had been
caring for
Chinbrook
orchard
on her
own,
after a
friend
moved
away,
and felt
overwhelmed.

Brambles and non-fruit trees were
taking over. We brought a group
of volunteers to help clear the
brambles, which uncovered several
fruit trees that had been lost. Several
allotment holders joined in the
bramble clearance. We ran events
like apple identification workshops

and helped create name tags to
hang on the trees. We helped Jan
organise a Halloween Party and
we ran a pruning workshop to give
them the skills. Now they have a
rejuvenated group, trained in fruit
tree pruning, an up to date map
of the varieties and information
about when the apples should be
picked. As the group puts it:

“A big thank you for all
your support…Your project
and your enthusiasm
have really energised the
orchard volunteers.”

OUR ORCHARD
MENTOR SCHEME
WAS AWARD
WINNING

TWO LONDON
PRIMARY SCHOOLS
LEARNED THROUGH
ORCHARDS
We worked with
the children of
Crampton Primary
and Normand Croft
Community School
to build their own
school orchards in
to the heart of their
learning curriculum.
“It has brought people of different ages
and nationalities together for a common cause.”
Through summer fruit kebabs,
orchard mini beast hunts, learning
about pruning and plenty of fruit
tasting the pupils were able to
study topics such as ‘life cycles’,
‘food chains’ and ‘The British Isles’.
We developed teaching resources
for the project which we then made
available for free online for teachers
across the country to use.

Our innovative “Orchard Mentors” scheme
sees us supporting and training a
collection of orchard volunteers who
themselves then provide ongoing
support and guidance to a city’s
urban orchard network.

A TASTE
OF THE
IMPACTS
-Part

They are all
fantastic,
but
perhaps
Alona
(above right) stands
Twoout even amongst
them. Starting out as a
leader of her own orchard,
she is now a trained mentor that
has put in such long hours and such
hard work with so many orchards
that she was nominated for a GLA
Tree Oscar award. As our own CEO
Kath put it:

“Alona has always been
an inspiration to us. Her
passion and dedication
to community orchards is
incredible.”
And in the words of the Tree Oscars
judging panel:
“Alona has done amazing
work not only in Mayow Park
but across other orchards
in London. The panel were
particularly impressed in
her work developing the
skills of others, so there is
increased capacity to plant
fruit trees and care for them
in future.”

INCOME 2017-18

INCOME 2016-17

Corporate
Partner
£346,164
Corporate
Partner

Grant
£ 299,910

Grant
£299,910

Earned
£39,028

Donations
£4,544

TOTAL
£689,646

Donations
£4,544
WE SPENT
90.1P
IN EVERY
POUND ON OUR
CHARITABLE
WORK

EXPENDITURE 2017-18
Helping
Britain
Blossom
Community
Orchard
Partnership
£346,164
Events,
consultancy
and training
£89,581

TOTAL
£649,721

EXPENDITURE 2016-17
Cost of
generating
funds
£23, 723

Orchard
creation,
restorations,
and harvesting
activities
£219,610

TOTAL £679,078

Earned
£39,028

Cost of
generating
funds
£22,363

Helping
Britain
Blossom
Community
Orchard
Partnership
£353,982

Events,
consultancy
and training
£82,613

Orchard
creation,
restorations,
and harvesting
activities
£164, 976

TOTAL £623,934

THANKS TO

Every one of our
members, supporters
and partners helps
make this project a
reality and helps us
grow our impacts.
Thank you to
everyone involved.

Heineken UK

our partners in the Helping Britain Blossom project
The Heritage Lottery Fund

our funding partner in the Celebration of Orchards project
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation

for ongoing core funding support
John Ellerman Foundation

for ongoing core funding support
Lofbergs Coffee

for their core support and sponsorship
Ernest Cook Trust

our funding partners in our London schools project
The Peoples Postcode Lottery

funding partners for our
Celebration of Orchards project

Financial support lets us focus less on fundraising and more on delivering
projects on the ground. Particular thanks go to the above, who have
supported us with gifts of £5,000 and over.

“We couldn’t have done it without The Orchard Project.”

HELP US ACHIEVE MORE
Our impacts are felt by people,
communities, nature and green
spaces in towns and cities across
the country.
Orchards are returning to where people now live and
communities are gaining the traditional skills to care for
them and sustain their rich heritage for generations to
come. Create an orchard and you plant a legacy.
We welcome support from a wide range of individuals,
organisations and businesses. You can join us as a member,
or sponsor an orchard tree, over at:

www.theorchardproject.org.uk
We are also keen to build new relationships with friends
that would like to work with us on new partnerships.
Please get in touch to discuss next steps.

Thank you.
The Orchard Project is the working name of The Orchard Project (Cause) Ltd, a registered charity (1139952) and registered company (06902160), registered at 48 Collier Street, London, N1 9QZ. More information about our work is available at www.theorchardproject.org.uk
Stats in this report were independently compiled by Monitoring and Evaluation Consulting - http://monitoringandevaluation.org.uk/
Our full annual accounts are filed annually and available on the Companies House web site.

